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Tinto and Odiel rivers (SW of Spain) is an ecosystem of great interest that is seriously affected by acid mine drainage (AMD) from long-term mining activities (pH < 3).
Additionally, a large industrial complex is located in the surroundings of this estuary and Huelva town, which includes two phosphate rock processing plants that produce about 3

millions of tons per year of a byproduct called phosphogypsum (PG) containing high U-series radionuclides concentrations.
For these reasons, the estuary of Huelva is one of the most heavy metals and radionuclides polluted estuarine systems in Europe with extremely low pH.

Seventeen sampling stations were selected to
study this system along this estuary in March 2008
(winter) , where we collected 20 L of superficial
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Zone 1 (pH-induced process) {O4 and T4} , where pH increases from the fluvial

values (2.6 for Tinto River, and 3.5 for Odiel River) to reach values around 4.5. The

chlorinity is lower than 4 g/L. The processes of neutralization of water, in the

absence of salt-induced mixture, give to the precipitation of sulphates, which

scavenge many heavy metals from the water. During these processes an oxidation of

Fe2+ to Fe3+ occurs consuming acidity through the following reaction:

4Fe2+ + O2 + 4 H+ → 4 Fe3+ + 2 H2O

Zone 2 (pH-induced process) {O3, O2, T3 and T2} is limited to pH values ranging

between 4.2 and 7.5, and chlorinities with values between 4 and 15 g/L. Both

parameters have a lineal relation due to the neutralization comes from direct dilution

of the water from zone 1 with marine water (pH > 7).

The hydrogeochemical
characteristics of the water
in the Tinto-Odiel estuary
have allowed to establish two
mixture processes:
1) a salt-induced mixture

process typical of
estuaries.

2) an acid neutralization
process (pH-induced).

Based on these facts we
can distinguish three zones
along this estuary according
to the behavior of pH and
chlorinity of its waters:

(winter) , where we collected 20 L of superficial
water and superficial sediments using sediment
traps.

U-isotopes activity concentrations were
determined in these samples by alpha-particle
spectrometry, using a sequential radiochemical
method based on extraction chromatography
(UTEVA resins).

The pH, conductivity and chlorinity are the parameters used to justify the zoning of

the estuary. The conductivity increases towards the mouth (1.2 to 53 mS/cm) with a

linear relation with pH (Fig.1).

In fluvial zone, the concentrations of U-isotopes in Tinto river are higher than Odiel

river (Fig.2). In the zone 1 and 2 the process of neutralization is produced and, as

consequence, the uranium precipitates onto sediments( 1100 Bq/kg in trap sediments).

In zone 3 the U concentrations are similar to those ones uncontaminated surface sea

waters.

The activity ratios 234U/238U decrease towards the mouth. The highest values are

found in the fluvial zone (Fig.3). This excess of 234U in river water is due to the

preferencial leaching of 234U from mineral particles. In zone 1 and 2 the values of this

activity ratio are around the unity suggesting an artificial origin of U-isotopes such as
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of the water from zone 1 with marine water (pH > 7).

Zone 3 (salt-induced process) {O1, T1, P3, P2, P1 and C1} is characterized by

slightly basic pH water (above 7.5), where the salt-induced mixture process typical of

estuarine systems takes place and some dissolved elements such as Cu an Ra

increase in concentration due to the remineralisation produced by saline shock.

activity ratio are around the unity suggesting an artificial origin of U-isotopes such as

phosphogypsum piles. In zone 3 values around 1.14 are reached, similar to the ones

found in unperturbed sea waters.

There is not a linear relation between dissolved 238U activity and chlorinity; when

water mixing begins the U precipitates reaching lower values than the typical marine

ones. This fact explains the non-conservative behavior of U along the study area.

Two water mixture processes govern the estuary of the Tinto and Odiel (pH-induced and salt-induced). The behavior of pH and chlorinity
allow us to make a hydrochemical zonation of the estuary.

The analysis of the concentrations of U- isotopes allows demonstrate that these elements are affected by these mixing processes, and we
can affirm that behavior of U-isotopes is very dependent of pH and salinity of the water. In acidic river waters from Tinto and Odiel rivers the
238U/234U activity ratios in dissolution present high values (between 1.6-2.3), but when mixing starts, the values of pH up and the activity
concentrations of U-isotopes decrease towards the mouth of the estuary.

CONCLUSIONS

Project: Radionuclides as markers
of estuarine sedimentary processes:
application in the study of the existing
environmental impact in Odiel and
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